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For the last de ade, we have developed a neural network ar hite ture inspired from the brain fun tioning,
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e ient for visual navigation and imitation tasks. This
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ar hite ture involves a model of the visual system, the
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hippo ampus, the prefrontal ortex, the basal ganglia
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and the motor ortex [2℄. The use of a robot standing
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for a simulation of an animal or a human provides an
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e ient mean to validate our models and verify if the
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global dynami s of the robot/environment intera tions
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orresponds to those observed by the neurobiologists
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and the psy hologists. As navigation is on erned, our
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model enables a robot to learn visual landmarks, to asso iate them to their spatial properties (azimuth and
elevation) in order to build a onstellation of landmarks
(a set of triplet landmark-azimuth-elevation ). The a tivity of the neurons re ognizing su h a onstellation
is similar to the a tivity of the large pla e ells re or- Fig. 2  Simulation of the pla e-a tion learning during a pathded in the entorhinal ortex of the rat [10℄. A set of learning session. The gure shows the traje tory during the learning
pla e-a tion asso iations, learned in one-shot reates ( lo kwise travel). Numbers orrespond to the position and the order
an attra tion basin enabling our robot to go ba k to a of the pla es autonomously learned by the robot. The professor rst
learned lo ation or to follow an arbitrary visual path in forbids the robot to es ape from the path (two laps of pros riptive
indoor environments [5℄. The robustness of our visual learning), and then guides the robot on the pre ise traje tory (several
pla e ells has re ently been optimized for outdoor en- laps of pres riptive learning). The number of learned pla es stops
vironments [7℄, enabling the robot to a hieve sensory- in reasing qui kly.
motor tasks in indoor as well as in large outdoor environments with a low omputation load [8℄ (see g. 1).
The behavior is also robust to kidnapping, to obje t
In the ontext of long life learning, we are preand landmark addition or removal, to the presen e of sently interested in addressing the problem of the semimobile obsta les and to severe visual eld o lusions1 . supervised building of the attra tion basin and its renement. Besides, we fo us here on the apability of the
robot to learn autonomously a sensory-motor task by
imitating a human tea her [1℄. Being guided by the human, the robot learns pla es (as illustrated by the g.
2) and is able to ompare the a tion asso iated with
the urrent state (here pla es) to the a tion imposed
by the tea her. A sensory-motor error between its a
priori a tion and the proposed a tion in ea h pla es
is available. For a given state, the learning progress
is dened as the dieren e between the learned error
and the urrent error. Previous works have shown how
lose is the maximisation of the learning progress to
the manifestation of uriosity [9℄ in a ompletely unsupervised ontext. Here, the intera tion with a teaher is ne essary to learn the task sin e there is no enFig. 1  Sensory-motor traje tory in outdoor environment. Arrows
vironmental
onstraint that ould guide the learning.
represents the learned sensory-motor asso iations.
Furthermore, [9℄ do not raise the problem of environmental hanges that an lead learned asso iations to
1 movies available on
be
ome erroneous. We propose a progress-based mehttp ://www.etis.ensea.fr/neuro yber/Videos/homing/index.html
ta ontroller that supervises a predi tor by suspending
or on the home pages of the authors.

Mean progress of the task
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Mean progress of the task during the training phase.

The urve shows the sum of the mean progress asso iated to all the
pla es whi h an be viewed as the learning progress of the task. After
a while, the progress does not hange anymore : the learning an be
suspended.

bitrary goal [4℄. The inuen e of our progress-based
meta ontroller will be evaluated at all the level of this
ar hite ture. We will also study how an agent an autonomously dete t it is not really doing what it aims
at doing (as in the ase of the bottom left starting
point of g. 4, when the robot get lost). We will wonder how an emotional system ould be used as a se ond
order ontroller [3℄ to adjust the shape of the attra tion
basins provided by the sensory-motor or the planning
systems when the behavior be omes in orre t.
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Simulated sensory-motor traje tories after the learning

(i.e. when no more progress is expe ted by the robot). The rosses
on the border of the environment represents the landmarks. Most of
the traje tories onverge to the pre ise attra tion basin orresponding to the learned traje tory. However, if the starting point is far
enough from the attra tion area, the robot traje tory an diverge,
as illustrated by the bottom left starting point.

or triggering the adaptation. The meta ontroller evaluate when no more progress is expe ted and when the
predi tions are no longer arried out by means of a
progress-based novelty-habituation dete tor, providing
the robot to a ess with a self-evaluation measure (see
g. 3). We show the learning pro edure is stable and a urate allowing the pre ise reprodu tion of an arbitrary
traje tory a ording to very few global parameters that
will be dis ussed in the poster (see g. 4).
Future work will fo us on the omparison of sensorymotor strategies versus planning strategies for the learning of an arbitrary path and the ontrol of its reprodu tion. In our omplete biologi al model, neurons
in the hippo ampus proper (CA1/CA3 regions) learn
and predi t transitions between su essive multimodal
states [6℄. A ognitive map omputes a latent learning
of the spatial topology of the environment [11℄ and an
be used to plan a sequen e of a tions to rea h an ar-
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